Questions I Wish to Ask of Christians.
Part 1

God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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Questions I Wish to Ask of Christians

First, please tell ME where HELL is?
When this stage in human unfolding (the stage of genius) has been reached by enough of the
human race to dominate its transactions, one with another, wars will be impossible. Material
values are the basis of all wars. The genius stage of unfolding places no value whatsoever upon
material things. Greed and acquisitiveness is not in it. The sense of evil is not in it. It would be
impossible and unthinkable for a Beethoven or Sibelius to even think the inharmonies which are
necessary to wage war.
The only way to hold a civilization together is to bring a cosmic harmony into it through
transactions based upon love. It is impossible to hold it together as a workable organization in any
other way. We have now reached the point in this man-made world where hate, suspicion and
greed are sitting at conference tables to bargain with each other. The more they bargain the
greater the necessity for increased armament. Lao Russell
My Walter Russell thread. Thread: Walter Russell Quotes
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 119873
United States
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First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

First, go to maps.google.com

then........
I'll play. Hell is not a place that a living human being can see.
BRIEF
Rebel with morals
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First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Hell is a hole in the ground...and the ghettos
BRIEF
Rebel with morals
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United States
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Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

None, your soul will be destroyed in the end, if you don't wish to be part of God's family.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 119873
United States
10/26/2012 03:25 PM
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Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible says that God has the power to throw both body and soul in hell. At the end of time, I
believe that all dead bodies, where the matching soul is in hell, will be thrown into hell so that both
body and soul of the vessel of wrath will be in hell, together, for eternity.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 119873
United States
10/26/2012 03:28 PM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Got anymore? Waiting.....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 119873
United States
10/26/2012 03:38 PM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Got anymore? Waiting.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

Signing off at 3PM CST today, so ask away while there's a little time...... tic toc tic toc...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 25627574
Turkey
10/26/2012 03:39 PM
First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

hell is the questionary.
St. Ephraim the Syrian
User ID: 26151471
United States
10/26/2012 03:42 PM
First, please tell ME where HELL is?
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Quoting: God Loves ALL

for someone who has a bunch of scripture quotes in the signature, you really do not read your
Bible do you?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26306642
Ireland
10/26/2012 03:44 PM
'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

First, go to maps.google.com

then........
I'll play. Hell is not a place that a living human being can see.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

doesn't matter, if it exists it must be someplace. Of course, google will id a lot of places that could
be hell to live in.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Where is the lake of Fire behind the veil? while your definition of 2nd death is absolutely correct,
where is this lake of fire? Can I ask how being thrown into it, would cause death of the soul?
Which is what the 2nd death is, one no long exists.
And now a good question, for anyone using is, what is the veil? It is a real concept.
christian
User ID: 6038128
United States
10/26/2012 04:28 PM

'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Where is the lake of Fire behind the veil? while your definition of 2nd death is absolutely correct,
where is this lake of fire? Can I ask how being thrown into it, would cause death of the soul?
Which is what the 2nd death is, one no long exists.
And now a good question, for anyone using is, what is the veil? It is a real concept.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Your flesh goes back to dust, your soul is where the un-repentant go to which is the Lake
of Fire, where is it? we do not know, that is part of the spirit world we are not in I would be
more concerned with heaven rather than hell...
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God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 04:49 PM

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

None, your soul will be destroyed in the end, if you don't wish to be part of God's family.
Quoting: BRIEF

This is true and most do not understand that. It is that simple, some do not wish have eternal life
and check out even after thousands of lives. The check out rate on this planet is rather high. Who
can blame some of them...... this is a nasty place. Eternal life is CHOSEN, but with that choice
comes responsibility to grow the soul/mind, and some people don't want to work at that, laziness.
Others are so hurt, they can't go on. And some are thugs who try to bypass all the rules. Many
joined the Lucifer Rebellion for exactly that reason. Lucifer offered a "universe" of his making that
tossed out all the rules of being responsible. It did not work well, he and buddies were given earth
to experiment with that one, and see where we are now over 200,000 years of having the planet
roll over to toss them off. 5 previous times they have brought this on themselves, because they
refused to learn how nature and balance works, so the Mother rebalanced. The fact that the
planet is tilted is proof of Unbalance. planets in balance do not tilt.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 04:52 PM

'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Where is the lake of Fire behind the veil? while your definition of 2nd death is absolutely correct,
where is this lake of fire? Can I ask how being thrown into it, would cause death of the soul?
Which is what the 2nd death is, one no long exists.
And now a good question, for anyone using is, what is the veil? It is a real concept.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Your flesh goes back to dust, your soul is where the un-repentant go to which is the Lake
of Fire, where is it? we do not know, that is part of the spirit world we are not in I would be
more concerned with heaven rather than hell...
Quoting: christian

Why would the spirit world have a Lake of Fire? I will say here, Jesus taught no such thing.
Taught the 2nd death, but not the lake of fire. Fire must exist someplace, where would it exist in
the spirit world? And another question then, where is the spirit world? If you mean the astral
realm, where could fire be in that? That could destroy the soul?
So here we go, how is the soul destroyed if it chooses against eternal life? And is there
technology ON this planet that can harm the soul (hint hint, there is).
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 04:58 PM

Ok based on posts here, where is the spirit world?
christian
User ID: 6038128
United States
10/26/2012 05:02 PM
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'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Where is the lake of Fire behind the veil? while your definition of 2nd death is absolutely correct,
where is this lake of fire? Can I ask how being thrown into it, would cause death of the soul?
Which is what the 2nd death is, one no long exists.
And now a good question, for anyone using is, what is the veil? It is a real concept.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Your flesh goes back to dust, your soul is where the un-repentant go to which is the Lake
of Fire, where is it? we do not know, that is part of the spirit world we are not in I would be
more concerned with heaven rather than hell...
Quoting: christian

Why would the spirit world have a Lake of Fire? I will say here, Jesus taught no such thing.
Taught the 2nd death, but not the lake of fire. Fire must exist someplace, where would it exist in
the spirit world? And another question then, where is the spirit world? If you mean the astral
realm, where could fire be in that? That could destroy the soul?
So here we go, how is the soul destroyed if it chooses against eternal life? And is there
technology ON this planet that can harm the soul (hint hint, there is).
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Death means one thing...SEPERATION... a SOUL seperated from GOD, the only way you do not
exist is if GOD goes back in time and obliterates the soul from ever being born....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2566322
United States
10/26/2012 05:03 PM
[link to www.therain.org]
The Synonymous Words
for "Hell", etc.
This Is Appendix 131 From The Companion Bible.
"Hell" is the English rendering of two different Greek words in the New Testament
The English word is from the Anglo-Saxon hel, Genitive case helle = a hidden place, from the
Anglo-Saxon helan = to hide.
It is in the New Testament used as the translation of two Greek words :-
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Gehenna. Greek geenna. This is the transliteration of the Hebrew Gai' Hinnom, that is to say the
Valley of Hinnom or "the Valley" of [the sons of] Hinnom, where were the fires through which
children were passed in the worship of Moloch.
In the Old Testament Tophet was the Hebrew word used, because it was a place in this valley.
In our Lord's day the idolatry had ceased, but the fires were still continually burning there for the
destruction of the refuse of Jerusalem. Hence, geenna was used for the fires of destruction
associated with the judgment of God. Sometimes, "geenna of fire". See 2Kings 23:10. Isaiah
30:33. Jeremiah 7:31, 32; 19:11-14.
Geenna occurs 12 times, and is always rendered "hell", videlicet Matthew 5:22, 29, 30; 10:28;
18:9; 23:15, 33. Mark 9:43, 45, 47. Luke 12:5. James 3:6.
Hades. Greek hades, from a (privative) and idein, to see (Appendix 133. I. i); used by the Greeks
for the unseen world.
The meaning which the Greeks put upon it does not concern us; nor have we anything to do with
the imaginations of the heathen, or the traditions of Jews or Romanists, or the teachings of
demons or evil spirits, or of any who still cling to them.
The Holy Spirit has used it as one of the "words pertaining to the earth", and in so doing has
"purified" it, "as silver tried in a furnace" (see notes on Psalms 12:6). From this we learn that His
own words "are pure", but words belonging to this earth have to be "purified".
The Old Testament is the fountain head of the Hebrew language. It has no literature behind it. But
the case is entirely different with the Greek language. The Hebrew Sheol is a word Divine in its
origin and usage. The Greek Hades is human in its origin and comes down to us laden with
centuries of development, in which it has acquired new senses, meanings, and usages.
Seeing that the Holy Spirit has used it in Acts 2:27, 31 as His own equivalent of Sheol in Psalm
16:10, He has settled, once for all, the sense in which we are to understand it. The meaning He
has given to Sheol in Psalms 16:10 is the one meaning we are to give it wherever it occurs in the
New Testament, whether we transliterate it or translate it. We have no liberty to do otherwise, and
must discard everything outside the Word of God.
The word occurs eleven times (Matthew 11:23; 16:18. Luke 10:15; 16:23. Acts 2:27, 31.
1Corinthians 15:55. Revelation 1:18; 6:8; 20:13, 14); and is rendered "hell" in every passage
except one, where it is rendered "grave" (1Corinthians 15:55, margin "hell").
In the Revised Version the word is always transliterated "Hades", except in 1Corinthians 15:55
(where "death" is substituted because of the reading, in all the texts, of thanate for hade), and in
the American Revised Version also.
As Hades is the Divine Scriptural equivalent of Sheol, further light may be gained from Appendix
35, and a reference to the 65 passages there given. It may be well to note that while "Hades" is
rendered "hell" in the New Testament (except once, where the rendering "the grave" could not be
avoided), Sheol, its Hebrew equivalent, occurs 65 times, and is rendered "the grave" 31 times (or
54%); "hell" 31 times (4 times with margin "the grave", reducing it to 41.5%); and "pit" only 3 times
(or 4.5 %).
"The grave", therefore, is obviously the best rendering, meaning the state of death (German
sterbend, for which we have no English equivalent); not the act of dying, as an examination of all
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the occurrences of both words will show.
The rendering "pit" so evidently means "the grave" that it may at once be substituted for it
(Numbers 16:30, 33. Job 17:16).
The rendering "the grave" (not "a grave", which is Hebrew keber or bor) exactly expresses the
meaning of both Sheol and Hades. For, as to direction, it is always down: as to place, it is in the
earth: as to relation, it is always in contrast with the state of the living (Deuteronomy 32:22-25 and
1Samuel 2:6-8); as to association, it is connected with mourning (Genesis 37:34, 35), sorrow
(Genesis 42:38. 2Samuel 22:6. Psalms 18:5; 116:3), fright and terror (Numbers 16:27, 34),
mourning (Isaiah 38:3, 10, 17, 18), silence (Psalms 6:5; 31:17. Ecclesiastes 9:10), no knowledge
(Ecclesiastes 9:5, 6, 10), punishment (Numbers 16:29, 34. 1Kings 2:6, 9. Job 24:19. Psalms 9:17
(Revised Version = re-turned)), corruption (Psalms 16:10. Acts 2:27, 31); as to duration,
resurrection is the only exit from it (Psalms 16:11. Acts 2:27, 31; 13:33-37. 1Corinthians 15:55.
Revelation 1:18; 20:5, 13, 14).
Tartaroo (occurs only in 2Peter 2:4) = to thrust down to Tartarus, Tartarus being a Greek word,
not used elsewhere, or at all in the Septuagint. Homer describes it as subterranean (compare
Deuteronomy 32:22, which may refer to this). The Homeric Tartarus is the prison of the Titans, or
giants (compare Hebrew Rephaim, Appendix 25), who rebelled against Zeus.
[link to www.therain.org]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1715786
United States
10/26/2012 05:04 PM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Got anymore? Waiting.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

This is just my speculation of course - The part that is dark (evil, selfish, sinful, etc..) If there is no
good at all in you then you are done.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 05:13 PM
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Ok, some of you have done studies of the bible and history, do you have any idea when this lake
of fire story appeared? It was not a teaching of Jesus. I can give some suggestions of things that
would be seen as a lake of fire. Is the lake of fire in the OT?
Possible the stories passed down in the OT could be around the story of Sodom and Gomorrah
which was destroyed by plasma beams, and which obviously at some point came the dead sea, or
it was by the dead sea when it wasn't the dead sea. I suggest that as an idea, because of the
story of Lot's wife turning into a pillar of salt. there would have been HUGE burning from the
destruction produced by the plasma beams, which also upset the land and put those burning cities
into the lake on their shore line, now called the Dead Sea. That would have an appearance to the
people of that time, to be a lake of fire. And the plasma beam, does destroy the soul. That is
behind the story of so few there who found favor with God, primarily Lot and his family.
Also Sodom and Gomorrah had the use of oil and natural gas, which would spread over the water
and further produce the lake of fire that thus got repeated in the stories and legends over time.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26329452
Spain
10/26/2012 05:21 PM
hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 05:43 PM

hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452

some say that too. Certainly the way we use "hell" on this world. However, where is this place
without his love? For he is omnipresent, shit with the spelling, he is in everything and everywhere,
so how can hell be the abnsence of his love? As my new user name says, God LOVES ALL,
whether rejected or not.
I am asking to look at word use here. I assume you mean that hell is a condition in which a
PERSON has rejected the love of God? There is no PLACE without his love.
Pennyless
User ID: 25319988
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United States
10/26/2012 06:11 PM
You already know the answer. It doesn't exist, plain and simple.
christian
User ID: 6038128
United States
10/26/2012 06:14 PM

hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452

some say that too. Certainly the way we use "hell" on this world. However, where is this place
without his love? For he is omnipresent, shit with the spelling, he is in everything and everywhere,
so how can hell be the abnsence of his love? As my new user name says, God LOVES ALL,
whether rejected or not.
I am asking to look at word use here. I assume you mean that hell is a condition in which a
PERSON has rejected the love of God? There is no PLACE without his love.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

You think that EVIL resides where GOD is?
How does Satan and GOD stand in the same place?????
If the Holy Spirit dwells within you and does Satan stand there as
well???????????????????????????
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/26/2012 07:30 PM
Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Abolish the Fed
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God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/26/2012 07:43 PM

Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/26/2012 07:55 PM
Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I imagine it is a matter of whether the individual chooses to enlighten himself. Heaven helps those
who help themselves. It takes some personal effort to live in a higher dimension. So I would say if
someone stays grounded in the material world eventually they will fall behind the evolutionary
curve.
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Given the fact 'oneness' is the final destination the collective would work for itself and assist those
in need. Can everyone be helped? Can everyone evolve to a higher form? Hmmmmmm ...
Abolish the Fed
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 12:33 AM

Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I imagine it is a matter of whether the individual chooses to enlighten himself. Heaven helps those
who help themselves. It takes some personal effort to live in a higher dimension. So I would say if
someone stays grounded in the material world eventually they will fall behind the evolutionary
curve.
Given the fact 'oneness' is the final destination the collective would work for itself and assist those
in need. Can everyone be helped? Can everyone evolve to a higher form? Hmmmmmm ...
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

This is a nice answer. Fact is, there are people who don't the effort for many reasons and do drop
out so to speak. Or take the long slow route. Generally they are allowed their eternal life except
should they reject it. But their eternal life will be spent reincarnating on slow worlds for as long as
they wish that. the higher worlds absolutely MUST be earned. One step at a time, nobody passes
until they pass a level by their efforts at it. Everyone CAN evolve to a higher form. its a case of
WHEN. Thinking people can also de evolve and that is a major problem on this world and always
is at the end of an age generally.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 12:34 AM

Ok based on poster I quoted, how does Heaven help those who help themselves? Its a wise
concept.
Cheshire~Cat
User ID: 24419775
United States
10/27/2012 12:35 AM

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

None, your soul will be destroyed in the end, if you don't wish to be part of God's family.
Quoting: BRIEF

Wow. You really aren't as dumb as you appear to be.
CuriousMe
User ID: 1465884
United States
10/27/2012 12:37 AM

The fire is a metaphor.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
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10/27/2012 12:57 AM

The fire is a metaphor.
Quoting: CuriousMe

Then please explain HOW it is metaphor and what it is a metaphor of. It must represent
something.
The LAKE of Fire story is a legend handed down from the days of the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah. And that destruction not only destroyed the city, it destroyed the souls living there, they
experienced the 2nd death, even though in that lifetime it was the first death. They were NO
MORE. That is why the few good ones were warned to leave. Plasma beam technology was used
and man has this now also on this world.
You can be pretty sure that hurricane that is being steered to middle of our east coast is being
steered by that method and not haarp.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26273531
Australia
10/27/2012 01:19 AM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible says that God has the power to throw both body and soul in hell. At the end of time, I
believe that all dead bodies, where the matching soul is in hell, will be thrown into hell so that both
body and soul of the vessel of wrath will be in hell, together, for eternity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

The first three words of your statement is where you went wrong.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 01:47 AM
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You already know the answer. It doesn't exist, plain and simple.
Quoting: Pennyless

true, now how about engage in some of the other questions.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 01:53 AM

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible says that God has the power to throw both body and soul in hell. At the end of time, I
believe that all dead bodies, where the matching soul is in hell, will be thrown into hell so that both
body and soul of the vessel of wrath will be in hell, together, for eternity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

Where does the bible say that????? Why would God save a body of earth, made of "dust"
meaning the elements, in some place called hell? Just because the soul was wicked? What use
has the Creator of all beings, have with old dead bodies that decay back into the elements?
The bible talks correctly of the 2nd Death, the death of the soul. If the soul is DEAD because it
rejected eternal life, how would God have use to keep the "dead soul" and the "dead body"
anywhere?????????? And again, where is this hell god would keep deal souls and dead bodies?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5943151
United States
10/27/2012 01:58 AM
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First, please tell ME where HELL is?

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?

Ok based on posts here, where is the spirit world?

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.

Ok based on poster I quoted, how does Heaven help those who help themselves? Its a wise
concept.

-------------------------------------

1) Where are YOU? "Soul Cages": YOU lock YOURSELF into intimate connections to People and
Things: (Example): YOU love Money/Things, THAT is where Your Heart is...
... Cant let THAT go? THAT is YOUR "HELL".

2) The "Knowing" that there is "Something Better" ... But YOU cannot let go of that "THING" you
"LOVE". THAT "KNOWING" part of you is what "BURNS" ... (YOU could have been in a Better
Place ... But that "THING" holds you)!

3) YOU ARE "SPIRIT". THIS is the "Spirit World" ... IF you could leave behind all your worldly
desires. The body is fleeting... The "Spirit" is Eternal. WHO ARE YOU?

4) "A LONG TIME"? How long is a "LONG TIME" to God? You are trying to place human
timeframes on an Eternal Entity. A "Long Time" to YOU, is but a 'Moment' to God. That said...
WHO chose to "Stay Behind"? Certainly ... YOU did...

5) "Heaven Helps Those Who Help Themselves"?
Isn't it obvious? YOU CHOOSE YOUR ACTIONS... (Help/Hurt YOURSELF) ...
"HEAVEN" Stands ready to accept those who SEEK "Heaven". ("Heaven HELPS THOSE WHO
SEEK HEAVEN") ...
----------------------Really ...
It's NOT that complicated!
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26103646
United States
10/27/2012 02:10 AM
The souls of Sodom & Gomorrah will be raised at the resurrection of the damned. The second
death in the lake of fire has not happened yet. All who have ever lived not found in the Lamb's
Book of Life will take part in the Lake of Fire & second death having been burned up gone for ever
along with this old earth as God creates a new earth, meaning this earth will have fire rain down
on it just as Sodom & Gomorrah did, made new. All sin will be burned up. There will be no sin in
the new earth. (see: Rev 20 & 21)
It's a literal fire to destroy the earth and the resurrected damned.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 975627
United States
10/27/2012 02:19 AM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

None, your soul will be destroyed in the end, if you don't wish to be part of God's family.
Quoting: BRIEF

This is true and most do not understand that. It is that simple, some do not wish have eternal life
and check out even after thousands of lives. The check out rate on this planet is rather high. Who
can blame some of them...... this is a nasty place. Eternal life is CHOSEN, but with that choice
comes responsibility to grow the soul/mind, and some people don't want to work at that, laziness.
Others are so hurt, they can't go on. And some are thugs who try to bypass all the rules. Many
joined the Lucifer Rebellion for exactly that reason. Lucifer offered a "universe" of his making that
tossed out all the rules of being responsible. It did not work well, he and buddies were given earth
to experiment with that one, and see where we are now over 200,000 years of having the planet
roll over to toss them off. 5 previous times they have brought this on themselves, because they
refused to learn how nature and balance works, so the Mother rebalanced. The fact that the
planet is tilted is proof of Unbalance. planets in balance do not tilt.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

OP you obviously do not believe the Bible. if we hold up your words in the light of Scripture, we
will see that they do not agree with what the Scriptures teach. therefore, if the Bible is true, then
what you have written is a lie. for instance, you believe in reincarnation. however, the Bible says
that a man is appointed once to die then the judgement. you also believe that people have a
choice to either have eternal life or not. the Bible says that the people who are ordained for hell
are called vessels of Wrath fitted to destruction. they are brute beasts made to be taken in
destroyed.
there is no way that your questions can be answered satisfactorily since you believe in something
other than the Bible. if you believed the Bible, my answers to your questions would suffice. if you
continue to believe what you believe, then you are not a vessel of mercy, according to the Bible.
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as it says, the natural man receives not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to
him, neither can he know them for they are spiritually discerned.
as far is your original question is concerned, where is hell? obviously those of us who believe the
Bible believe much of it based on the faith which has been given us from above. we do believe
there is a place called the hell, but that does not mean that we know where it is. if you do not
belong to God, then you will see where it is 1 day. if you do belong to God, then He will call you to
repentance in his time.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5943151
United States
10/27/2012 02:22 AM
Probably right.
Again ...
If you have NOTHING that connects you TO THIS 'EXISTANCE' ...
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO 'LOSE'?
-------------------You should be "READY' to go...
Thus:
Don't worry about "HELL".
-------------------If you "LOVE" ... (Not 'COVET') ... Anything...
THAT "LOVE" should follow you to the "Better Place".
You will simply rejoin that "Love"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 975627
United States
10/27/2012 02:26 AM
Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible says that God has the power to throw both body and soul in hell. At the end of time, I
believe that all dead bodies, where the matching soul is in hell, will be thrown into hell so that both
body and soul of the vessel of wrath will be in hell, together, for eternity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873
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Where does the bible say that????? Why would God save a body of earth, made of "dust"
meaning the elements, in some place called hell? Just because the soul was wicked? What use
has the Creator of all beings, have with old dead bodies that decay back into the elements?
The bible talks correctly of the 2nd Death, the death of the soul. If the soul is DEAD because it
rejected eternal life, how would God have use to keep the "dead soul" and the "dead body"
anywhere?????????? And again, where is this hell god would keep deal souls and dead bodies?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

the Bible says it in Matthew 10 verse 28
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 975627
United States
10/27/2012 02:28 AM
sorry I must go to bed now. I will try to check back tomorrow for any responses.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 02:48 PM

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

The Bible says that God has the power to throw both body and soul in hell. At the end of time, I
believe that all dead bodies, where the matching soul is in hell, will be thrown into hell so that both
body and soul of the vessel of wrath will be in hell, together, for eternity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 119873

Where does the bible say that????? Why would God save a body of earth, made of "dust"
meaning the elements, in some place called hell? Just because the soul was wicked? What use
has the Creator of all beings, have with old dead bodies that decay back into the elements?
The bible talks correctly of the 2nd Death, the death of the soul. If the soul is DEAD because it
rejected eternal life, how would God have use to keep the "dead soul" and the "dead body"
anywhere?????????? And again, where is this hell god would keep deal souls and dead bodies?
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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the Bible says it in Matthew 10 verse 28
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 975627

This is what MY copy of KJV says and it is not as you say. And fear not them which kill the body,
but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in
hell.

This has nothing to do with your statement. What this means is to fear MAN who has plasma
beams and nuclear bombs which kill both the body and the soul. There is nothing about GOD in it.
"him" refers to stupid war bent man who has no spiritual maturity and purposely wants to kill the
soul, or does not realize this stuff uncreates the soul, he thinks he is just killing bodies in war.
Your body is temporary. it is a meat suit. It is of dust. Even if it is killed the soul is not killed. What
more proof do you want of eternal life? Its a beautiful statement for that reason. u
weapons like guns can kill the body. You do not have to "fear" that sort of thing, because your soul
is eternal and body is a meat suit of dust. Guns, arrows, cannons, fire even when used as a tool of
destruction, can only kill your meat suit.
You must fear those that develop atomic weapons, hydrogen bombs, plasma bean technologies,
which kill both the body and the soul. They UNCREATE YOU entirely.
That is behind the lake of fire story. The plasma beams uncreated every body that did not flea
Sodom and Gomorrah. They were no more. They became as if they had never been.
Now as to the hell comment, Jesus never used such a word. I don't know why its there. But in
reality, when I asked where hell IS in the first question. This world is HELL. This is a prison ward
for thugs, that is what "God" meaning the hierarchy keeps the thugs of the Lucifer Rebellion and
galactic thugs. They get their eternal life on DENSE material planets like this one, until they
choose to begin ascending themselves.
In fact all evolutionary planets at the bottom of the scale are used to create new souls and hold
them bounded until they grow up anyway, because the mind is terribly powerful and ones are not
let onto higher planets until they have better control of their minds.
On the news there is this hurricane. It is being steered by plasma energy. And the big to do on TV
(I haven't had the tv on yet today) to get all those watching TV into doom mode which adds power
to the hurricane.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 03:08 PM
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First, please tell ME where HELL is?

Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?

Ok based on posts here, where is the spirit world?

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.

Ok based on poster I quoted, how does Heaven help those who help themselves? Its a wise
concept.

-------------------------------------

1) Where are YOU? "Soul Cages": YOU lock YOURSELF into intimate connections to People and
Things: (Example): YOU love Money/Things, THAT is where Your Heart is...
... Cant let THAT go? THAT is YOUR "HELL".

2) The "Knowing" that there is "Something Better" ... But YOU cannot let go of that "THING" you
"LOVE". THAT "KNOWING" part of you is what "BURNS" ... (YOU could have been in a Better
Place ... But that "THING" holds you)!

3) YOU ARE "SPIRIT". THIS is the "Spirit World" ... IF you could leave behind all your worldly
desires. The body is fleeting... The "Spirit" is Eternal. WHO ARE YOU?

4) "A LONG TIME"? How long is a "LONG TIME" to God? You are trying to place human
timeframes on an Eternal Entity. A "Long Time" to YOU, is but a 'Moment' to God. That said...
WHO chose to "Stay Behind"? Certainly ... YOU did...

5) "Heaven Helps Those Who Help Themselves"?
Isn't it obvious? YOU CHOOSE YOUR ACTIONS... (Help/Hurt YOURSELF) ...
"HEAVEN" Stands ready to accept those who SEEK "Heaven". ("Heaven HELPS THOSE WHO
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SEEK HEAVEN") ...
----------------------Really ...
It's NOT that complicated!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5943151

really great post. particularly your 3). Wherever there is life, it is a spirit place. I was hoping
somebody would say what you said, Thankyou.
Now, as to #5, WHO IN HEAVEN HELPS THOSE WHO HELP THEMSELVES. Lets cover HOW
that is done for it is true that all who seek are assisted in their search.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 21195758
United States
10/27/2012 03:11 PM
Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

You are forgetting that the OLD NATURE = "THE MAN OF SIN"
2 Thessalonians 2 Read ROMANS 1 and then
2 Thess. 2 and you will see clearly the antichrist is the seed of Satan/ the fallen nature is
cleansed by The Blood Of The Lamb.
Goofy for God
Do everything in love
User ID: 16845676
United States
10/27/2012 03:18 PM
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Question #2. What part of you burns in this hell for all eternity?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

None, your soul will be destroyed in the end, if you don't wish to be part of God's family.
Quoting: BRIEF

way to go Brief
ANHEDONIC
Uncensored
User ID: 23579473
United States
10/27/2012 03:18 PM

How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
-GLP-ChristianUser ID: 26358458
Sweden
10/27/2012 03:23 PM

Here you go OP:
The Place of Hell
[link to av1611.org]
and then
The Proof of Hell
[link to av1611.org]
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do read. The apostates here have no clue.
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/27/2012 03:25 PM
First of all if you reference a bible verse, include the verse.
For those who claim to be experts in the bible or christianity, how much have you actually
studied? Has is occurred to you that most chistians read only the bible and not many more books?
In addition the passages were written before our age, in a different prose or context. Even first
hand historical records, say from Francis Bacon or George Washington, need to be interpreted for
our modern minds. American christians assume they understand every sentance of the bible
automatically and that is non sense. Also christianity is one of the few religions to state there is a
hell. Think about professionalism, how many careers are based on just one book? None.
The whole point 'God Loves ALL' is making is to forge or discern your own beliefs. I agree there is
a myriad of ways to find god and it does not have to be thru a bible. In addition if you are a
fundamentalist do you realize the bible also teaches faith thru works, and not static definitions.
Regardless of you faith 'words are cheap and deeds are dear'. Your faith should lead you and
others to happiness, shouldn't it? I would like christians to read this dream a boy had called 'The
Room', link below. It really puts things in perspective as the answers aren't locked away in a
biblical interpretation buried in the bowels of your mind. The answers are to live thoughtfully and
be aware of your direction. If you believe you will be judged then what does you 'card' say today,
"I sat on my butt and regurgitated what I learned." Americans are afraid to absorb other cultures
and ideas, we think we have it all figured out by the age of 30. It actually all begins about then and
that is the time to test your precious faith, have you ever done that?
Currently I think this thread has exposed the fact people are uncertain about their faith. Do you
christians really believe you can understand the existence of higher forms or the concept of hell?
Do you realize shamans and gurus have spent lifetimes pursuing the higher mind? They have
found the answer and it is out there to be shared. The difficulty is the path begins inside, and our
culture tells us we are just blood & guts. Our inner beings are a transceiver of interdimensional
thought energy, we are in possession of such power and naturally contain the ability to discern the
absoute truth. Yet society and religion teach us to wait for salvation. Doing nothing is something I
could never do.
'God Loves ALL' signature states a lot. There are endless works describing the path to a higher
form. Also see your 'agony' is due to 'waiting'. I suffer from this too.
Personally I am going to Washington DC on Nov5 to 'occupy' because I have faith in man and not
the internet or the presidential race. I'll find something.
The Room
[link to www.joshharris.com]
-GLP-ChristianUser ID: 26358458
Sweden
10/27/2012 03:27 PM
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hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452

Not true.
Psalms 139:8 If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou
art there.
Hell is not a place controlled by Satan, hell is the place Satan and his angels are put, and of
course all stupid evil people that want to go there.
oLOVEz
User ID: 12927104
United States
10/27/2012 03:31 PM
Hell is fire... Probably inside of the Sun or a Sun somewhere...
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/27/2012 03:54 PM
Hell is a lower dimension 'orb' where the evil people will end up after the dimensional transition.
We cannot see it, we can only see 3rd Dim now. I imagine 'god' selects who goes or not, or
perhaps it is just a karma read. There these people, in spirit form, will continually reflect on their
life deeds. They will understand the problems they caused and feel the pain of their victims, over
& over. They have to 'let go' and follow the light as we do, just like we have done in this lifetime.
Only thru heartfelt capitulation can enlightenment be found. Do it now or later, the choice is yours.
If you don't ever make it your being will not ascend to higher dimensions and one day you will be
left behind forever. That is bad.
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

How would god leave behind somebody forever? Thats a long time.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I imagine it is a matter of whether the individual chooses to enlighten himself. Heaven helps those
who help themselves. It takes some personal effort to live in a higher dimension. So I would say if
someone stays grounded in the material world eventually they will fall behind the evolutionary
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curve.
Given the fact 'oneness' is the final destination the collective would work for itself and assist those
in need. Can everyone be helped? Can everyone evolve to a higher form? Hmmmmmm ...
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

This is a nice answer. Fact is, there are people who don't the effort for many reasons and do drop
out so to speak. Or take the long slow route. Generally they are allowed their eternal life except
should they reject it. But their eternal life will be spent reincarnating on slow worlds for as long as
they wish that. the higher worlds absolutely MUST be earned. One step at a time, nobody passes
until they pass a level by their efforts at it. Everyone CAN evolve to a higher form. its a case of
WHEN. Thinking people can also de evolve and that is a major problem on this world and always
is at the end of an age generally.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

This is a bit frightening as it entertains the option of 'failure'. Both from the higher and lower forms.
The concept of living lives over and over is obvious to me, anyone who thinks they can
understand universal oneness in 60 or so years is disillusioned. What is frightening is if you fail to
achieve a higher understanding where do you go after earth folds into a higher dimension? I
realize not only will our present 3rd dimensional understanding scale away to a freer way, but
subsequently birthing will cease to occur. So where will those people go?
Next, if we achieved enlightenment during this lifetime regressing, or 'backsliding' as the christians
call it, at the last moment does not sound pleasant. Meditation I imagine is the answer, get in
touch with yourself .. ?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1006274
United States
10/27/2012 04:03 PM
Hell is a misunderstood doctrine. That is all. So your question fails to catch anyone who knows the
true faith.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 04:13 PM

hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452
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Not true.
Psalms 139:8 If I ascend up into heaven, thou art there: if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou
art there.
Hell is not a place controlled by Satan, hell is the place Satan and his angels are put, and of
course all stupid evil people that want to go there.
Quoting: -GLP-Christian-

Not bad. Pretty good. I want you to look at the supposed meaning of the word Satan, in greek. I
don't speak greek so don't yell at me, I am placing something that has been taught and I assume
true, but what I will say is true nevertheless.
This is a world where ONE word can have many meanings. Supposedly Satan in Greek means
teh Adversary. If any of you here are Greek let me know if this is so. I don't think it means
adversary of God, just adversary. Anybody could be called a satan who is seen as adversary to
self, even your neighbor down the street who you do not like and see as adversary.
That said, there was a real being with the name of Satan, who chose to follow Lucifer, he was a
lieutenant of Lucifer, an officer of sorts doing work under lucifer. So that is also the origin of the
word Satan.
This Satan, was an adversary of God, as was Lucifer his boss. Satan is NOT on this planet
anymore.
The word as used on Earth as in "satanic" has come to mean all things which are adverse to GOD
and not just a person named Satan. Thus on the internet and in books you can find a lot of
descriptions of satanic rituals et all. And you have these in Christianity beloveds which would be a
topic for another discussion.
So we are going to use the word "satan" not as a person, but meaning antchrist, adverse to God.
Satan is not here anymore and in fact faced trial in the divine courts and chose to return to lighted
service and is undergoing his restitution. He repented of his deeds. He actually did learn from the
experiences he had in which he supported Lucifer, that Lucifers ideas did not work. Lucifer
however, could not change and repent and he went to trial also and chose his uncreation, the
"2nd Death", rather than repent. In part he was actually so filled with remorse, he would not did
himself out of it, and because of the great grace of his Father, Michael of Nebadon( Jesus), he
was forgiven, but had no courage to for the restitution or whatever ate at him. I am told he
suffered still from pride that made repentance difficult for him, and also terrible shame and could
not resolve these two issues, pride and shame. He even considered that he was not human at all,
and was a machine program. That is how lost he became.
As to resolving pride and shame, that is the teaching within the Father, that you are forgiven
without you even asking, its automatic. But it is of course for the being involved with the
complexity to self resolve, self forgive. And a huge lesson those who don't yet know how to do
that, are going to have to learn as part of their eternal lives.
I would ask each of you reading this, no matter your background, to look at things you find
shameful in your behavior, and how and if YOU have resolved this for yourself or not. The Father
in Heaven already forgave you, because man is not yet in enough wisdom, he is not perfected. In
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fact, self forgiveness is vital to growth of your spirit. Its your spirit after all. It is when you can
forgive self, that you can more objectively understand the lesson presented to you, that you
created in the first place, whatever the behavior was that you feel shame about. For when you can
find and deal with the lesson, you grow HUGELY in your spirit. So look at what you have NOT
forgiven, forgive it and spend a bit of time resolving it and deciding what would have been
appropriate behavior that would be in alignment with God. This is what clears your "karma". All
that karma is, is SHIT stored in your soul. When you understand the lesson and have gained
some wisdom, the SHIT is erased from your soul. And replaced with truth.....
Each day take some time to look at the shit of the day. Even the perfected incarnate on this world
do a bit of shit now and then. I sometimes write something I felt was not my best, and I go back
and edit the post. Sometimes just to clarify, which I thought not clear enough, sometimes I erred
and was to brusk, so I go apologize. All is lessons and even the perfected deal with this in this
world.
Jesus himself blew up a few times, chased Saul who was heckling him wiht a big stick, turned
over the money changer tables, which probably caused the NAILS, as most were not hung on the
cross in that manner, they were tied to it. You see......... Its a harsh world, and you will do stupid
shit on occassion. And it is the prison world for the thugs after all.
It is also not possible with the density of mind here, to fully ascertain each person you work with
and thus cannot always 100% provide the right method in dealing with them and its even harder
on the net. I try to remember to use smilies to express my mood, because I write very "straight"
often with little or no emotion, just straight, but others interpret my words with their emotions....
and that is not in my hands. But I can do this sometimes
with a statement which may add
the emotion they wish to see. I think on the internet that smilies are absolutely essential to help
convey mood.
Some of my very straight posting that offends some, I should place something like this: :red_heart:
because it is coming from my heart even it the receiver doesn't see that intent. I do nothing here
that does not come from my heart. You will never see me doing this in fact,
even when
my confronting is heavy on purpose to get somebodies attention. Like my ever used THINK.
Beloveds you must not just memorize what society has conditioned the mind that came with you
body, with. Much of it is simple cultural systems and legends. You must consider and compare
each thing for yourself. But oh dear, on proofing this writing, I have put up that big middle finger
here, that one with the skeleton hand, to my hecklers, just to given them back a bit of karma. I feel
this is justified with certain ones, and it is, but I only do it when I see no better alternative and
some of them need it. I don't think I have used it more than 1/2 dozen times, mostly a testing of
them.
The biggy goal on this world by the management teams of Heaven, because of the end of this age
we are in, is to get the people of this world to stop the copy and paste of their cultures and think
for themselves. The goal is to help you accept that your are master of your life and responsible for
your choices and that you have a marvelous mind from God, are in fact part of God's mind, and to
gain the wisdom to use your mind appropriately. We aim to assist you in finding your sovereign
self. So that you can stand tall, and state WHO YOU ARE. And when you reach this stage of
responsibility, you will not follow ANYONE or ANY THING. You will not define yourself as
Christian, Muslim, Democrat, republican, and the like which are satanic creations, satanic
meaning creations by the dark brotherhood to get you to follow them and not the Light within.
They want you to give your power over to them, not to God. When you FOLLOW and define
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yourself this way, you have given over YOUR power to another and become his tool. You see,
that is what Satan did, when he supported lucifer and became his lieutenant. Satan tossed away
who is was to another.
As you gain wisdom, more and more God flows thru you, more and more you become his
grownup MATURE SON, more than a faith son. A real son. When you have grown sufficietly you
will merge with your Father Fragment, and become not a faith son, but the real knowing son. You
will have become conscious of God with in YOU.
Description of self such as white, black, chinese, oriental, refer to your body type and perhaps
your cultural upbringing. None of this describes your soul, which is your God mind and the real
you.
And of course you have desriptions that describe your other talents, what you do to get the money
you need, and hopefully a true description of service. So you are nurses, carpenters, politicians,
bus drivers, garbage men, wives, husbands, brothers, sisters, and all of those many descriptions.
But even those are not who you really are, its just who are in your current meat suit on this plane.
These are roles you play, but are not who you are.
As you begin to make choices aligned WITH THE FATHER within you, you lift yourself up and by
extension of the ever regiving God principle, you lift up others around you and even your whole
planet. These temporary roles are ways you SERVE the father within, if you are aligned. Search
and evaluate always your roles EACH day, to check for alignment, for once the wisdom builds and
you come to listen to the Father Within YOU, you will know quicker and faster what does serve.
And what does not, and you will strive as much as possible more and more to do that which is
right. And something can be right in one situation and not very right in another, especially
interchange between people.
This is a world of great challenge, and of great OPPORTUNITY for you to master many lessons in
this life. What you receive from God you must always regift to others. And you will many times
simply by your maturity, demonstrate to others how to be. Jesus did this, that was the whole point
almost of his mission and that of the other avatars. To extend God thru themselves to man of
earth, and every time you KNOWNINGLY serve god, you serve others around you. Its like giving
away a cold, they will catch it!
You demonstrate what is right. This is the purpose of the avatar sons of god who manifest on this
world. And in these final years of the old age, there are many millions of them here. Some of them
might be you, and its time to remember that.
When you have found yourself Sovereign beings, real sons of god with god mind in action. you
will not label yourself Christian, Democrat or any such thing. you will label yourself only as I AM
THAT I AM. Ponder it. I would highly suggest as a spiritual exercise, even you think this is all
malarky, that you several times a day, say. I AM THAT I AM. As you do this, so well your
forgiveness of your own errors manifest and you will desire to walk in those holy footsteps and
you will not a bible or a religion or a political party, or another person on earth to define you. YOU
DEFINE YOU.
'Jesus" said a few years, in a certain book, where he was being trashed by readers, "It is NONE
OF MY BUSINESS what how others define ME, it is only MY business how I define myself." So
when you are called names, put down or any such derogatory experiences, or when you beat
yourself up, make the Statment I AM THAT I AM, and repeat also the above teaching by the great
master of this local universe I put in blue above.
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YOU DEFINE YOURSELF and as you do so, choose to define yourself as a SON OF GOD that
you are, even with your errors. NOBODY perfects themselves in one life ever. There is too much
to learn. There are things to learn you have no clue of yet that exist to learn even, so you cannot
perfect yourself in a single life. You can only grow yourself some more, and I have news for you,
even when you stand on Paradise as a perfected being, shit is still going to happen, and there will
new problems always to solve.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17788516
Canada
10/27/2012 04:20 PM
America soon to become hell, faster if Obomber is reelected.
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/27/2012 04:26 PM
How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

I pondered this question as well until I read Zoraster's beam weapon killed not just the body but
the soul, serious business. Incidentally our soul does live forever. I guess it is since we are lightbeings and perhaps that can be our un-doing. Read about direct energy weapons and scalar
warfare. Scalar weapons kill just the body but will explain phenomenon beyond our world.
Verifying such a concept would take channeled input from a higher being, like a walkie-talkie to
heaven. Think about what you would communicate.
Iranian film on scalar weapons. Rummy the dummy.
play english version
[link to www.rainews24.it]
direct link
[link to www.rainews24.it]
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 04:36 PM

America soon to become hell, faster if Obomber is reelected.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17788516

America already is hell. I have lived in this hell since my current birth 65 years ago. My childhood
hell was terrible in fact. I have not ever felt one free day in this country as long as I can remember.
Obamer has NOTHING to do with it. Obama is a "satan" in a way, but not even that, he isn't real.
He is a cyborg. Find the scares on his head, which prove massive cranial surgery. I know, I have
worked in operating rooms during brain surgery. Even if they didn't put a computer in there, to
make him a cyborg, whatever caused the need for such, means he should not have remained
president.
You have just defined that you perhaps are still missing your IAM. I assume you would support
Romeny then? I don't know. I assume this because of the nature of politics in this country. You
don't see the hell too much that is already here? I don't know you to discern, I can only go by the
energy of your words.
Obamer is a tool. Romney is a tool. If Romney is not already a cyborg and he looks more plastic
than a year ago, they will make one of him.
You must still be under the power of the political system. Nobody will actually be elected. The one
is already chosen, was already chosen sometime ago, and you the american public of followers,
not thinkers, will let yourselves be mind controller to vote in their choice. The world thugs choose
who runs and who wins. That means this country is under dictatorship, and that voting is merely a
lying game that has not true merit. The satanists, the antichrists, have made the game for the
people to follow. And it has worked every time since the civil war when America was completely
re-owned by Britain. In fact, the brits were never fully evicted from here at any time.
It is a lie that we are a sovereign nation. We are and it has been proven by credible research that,
still a BRITISH colony. The defacto ruler of this world have been the Queen. She has chaired the
Committee of 300, and the Fed is a their tool for financial control of this world. I say has, because
she is old and mentally incapacitated and has no control now. There are reasons to believe she
no long walks this world. I did an image search of her on Google images a few months ago, and I
found 3 different queens. We had many Bushes, we had many Obami, we had many Dick
Cheneys, and multiple copies of other famous people. There is no reason to believe there is just
one Romney either. I haven't however made a very good search on that one yet, but the current
one looks a tad different to me.
You have stated by your own words, the possibility you are still a follower, consider the idea. Only
you can define YOU, I am going on appearances by your writing.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 04:36 PM
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Now as to another Question and some of you who know me are going to know what I will say, but
lets play and you tell me who and what antichrist is? I will also make some time to go thru the
other posts and play as I played in some of them already.
The don't vote for Obamar post brought on my need to do some teaching so this thread didn't turn
in a political thread.
I want all of you reading here to LOOK AT Antichrist and what YOU accept as clear truth to you
about what antichrist is or means and who.
ANHEDONIC
Uncensored
User ID: 23579473
United States
10/27/2012 04:40 PM

How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

I pondered this question as well until I read Zoraster's beam weapon killed not just the
body but the soul, serious business. Incidentally our soul does live forever. I guess it is
since we are light-beings and perhaps that can be our un-doing. Read about direct energy
weapons and scalar warfare. Scalar weapons kill just the body but will explain phenomenon
beyond our world.
Verifying such a concept would take channeled input from a higher being, like a walkie-talkie to
heaven. Think about what you would communicate.
Iranian film on scalar weapons. Rummy the dummy.
play english version
[link to www.rainews24.it]
direct link
[link to www.rainews24.it]
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

I'm confused.... How can the soul live forever if you also contend that it can be destroyed?
The Creator bestowed upon the Creation the knowledge & power to uncreate the Creation?
How do we know that consciousness does not leave the body prior to experiencing such
circumstances? How do we know that consciousness can only reside in one plane or dimension at
a time?
God Loves ALL (OP)
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I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 04:46 PM

How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

I pondered this question as well until I read Zoraster's beam weapon killed not just the
body but the soul, serious business. Incidentally our soul does live forever. I guess it is
since we are light-beings and perhaps that can be our un-doing. Read about direct energy
weapons and scalar warfare. Scalar weapons kill just the body but will explain phenomenon
beyond our world.
Verifying such a concept would take channeled input from a higher being, like a walkie-talkie to
heaven. Think about what you would communicate.
Iranian film on scalar weapons. Rummy the dummy.
play english version
[link to www.rainews24.it]
direct link
[link to www.rainews24.it]
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

I'm confused.... How can the soul live forever if you also contend that it can be destroyed?
The Creator bestowed upon the Creation the knowledge & power to uncreate the Creation?
How do we know that consciousness does not leave the body prior to experiencing such
circumstances?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

thankyou! well said, a lot of folks make double statements where one cannot be the other. by the
way, are you the source of your signature file, or someone else. It sounds strongly of Walter
Russell.
ANHEDONIC
Uncensored
User ID: 23579473
United States
10/27/2012 04:51 PM
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How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

I pondered this question as well until I read Zoraster's beam weapon killed not just the
body but the soul, serious business. Incidentally our soul does live forever. I guess it is
since we are light-beings and perhaps that can be our un-doing. Read about direct energy
weapons and scalar warfare. Scalar weapons kill just the body but will explain phenomenon
beyond our world.
Verifying such a concept would take channeled input from a higher being, like a walkie-talkie to
heaven. Think about what you would communicate.
Iranian film on scalar weapons. Rummy the dummy.
play english version
[link to www.rainews24.it]
direct link
[link to www.rainews24.it]
Quoting: Overworked Asshole

I'm confused.... How can the soul live forever if you also contend that it can be destroyed?
The Creator bestowed upon the Creation the knowledge & power to uncreate the Creation?
How do we know that consciousness does not leave the body prior to experiencing such
circumstances?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

thankyou! well said, a lot of folks make double statements where one cannot be the other. by the
way, are you the source of your signature file, or someone else. It sounds strongly of Walter
Russell.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Wait I'm also confused because didn't you also suggest in your post that nuclear weapons and
plasma beams can destroy the soul?
The quote is from Eckhart Tolle's book The Power Of Now. I used quotations to signify it was not
my own words but did not include his name because the focus should be placed on the message
and not the messenger. Wisdom is shared and not owned. I would imagine Tolle would agree. : )
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 05:03 PM

How did you determine that nuclear weapons & plasma beams 'destroy the soul'? How would it
ever be possible to verify such a claim?
Quoting: ANHEDONIC

a mix of self knowledge and confirmation with others and it has been given also by others,
possibly walter russell and tesla.
it depends on level of soul. It is the morontial soul that can be killed by these weapons. The Spirit
Being level of soul cannot be killed by these.
Most on this earth are morontial beings,, as to the nature of their soul. Those of us who are light
photon beings are not even In our bodies or anywhere close to our bodies, our bodies can go
poof, but we are outside this system and cannot go poof as to our souls. The morontail souls are
near their bodies, not in them by near them as such, within this density level might be a better
word.
The mid astral realms were in fact as man started to use nuclear weapons ago, moved to around
the moon, which has lead I guess to stories about the moon being a soul trap. All souls are
trapped someplace until they become pure spirit beings. There is a long talk I can do on that one.
The short story of it would be, that what mind has is stored on electrons which hold any old shit.
As karma is cleared, the shit is cleared and the real truth stored on photons. This is a gradual
process, and the photons are not bothered actually by these, but the electrons are. Also that
father fragment thingy is all photons, and not harmed. I would have to go into a discourse of the
barriers also around the animal individuated soul. Not for today.
We who have cleared all that, and are PHOTON/Spirit beings, are not effected, but this is not the
case of every body who is a lessor stage of development. These weapons separate the affinity all
the electrons which are still storing the mind stuff, and these never get back together again, they
are "discharged" so to speak which destroys the bonding that ties them together into a morontial
soul. The soul with totally photon storage, the bonding cannot be separated by these weapons,
even if the soul is right down here in this muck. Usually it is not down here in this muck though,
but these energies will not unbind it .
so the morontial folks are out by the moon now. the lower astral realms, those are the lost
anyway. And also the lower astral contains places or levels which store thought forms too, and
thought forms are not real entities. So it matters not.
Gaias' genetic mind is still mostly on electron mind storage too, and if this planet go into nuclear
armadeggon, the total records of this planet just got destroyed too, and the planet would be
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incased in a plasma shield, (different from plasma energy beam), to contain the energies that are
never allowed beyond 150 miles of the surface, because the nuclear destruction of this would
wreck great havoc on the whole solar system and even beyond.
In short the word "soul" is one of those words people use that means their spirit, but there are
different compositions and energy structures of "soul". its sort of an all purpose word sort of like
the word "god" here. We are going to publicly teach this some time later.

I am adding this on editing, as I walked off and remembered something.

UNTIL the morontial being becomes god conscious and merges with the Father Fragment, it is
very liable to destruction. Fusion with the Photonic Father Fragment, surrounds the electron
portions of storage, and protects them, thus that in and of itself makes the soul ETERNAL. The
photons are eternal and cannot be destroyed by nuclear stuff, that fact we get them every day
from the sun should offer confirmation of that. MOST ON THIS PLANET ARE NOT MERGED OR
FUSED YET. They are at risk so their higher self is out by the moon now, in that regard since the
mid astral is out there. Astral levels must be around planets of some sort, the moon serves in this
case.
As an additive, fusion/merger with Father Fragment, in which one becomes an eternal being/son
of God, this also writes them into the BOOK OF LIFE. This merger, as to earth terms also
constitues being "sealed to God or sealed in God" per religious beliefs. You are "sealed" to your
Father Fragment. And those photons of the Father Fragment, seal your electrons you still have,
from damage by nuclear destruction or plasma ray destruction.
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/27/2012 05:17 PM

I gotta get off here for awhile, my own forum is calling me and time for exercise and meditation
too, although I have been in meditation as I wrote here.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
10/29/2012 04:48 AM
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First of all if you reference a bible verse, include the verse.
For those who claim to be experts in the bible or christianity, how much have you actually
studied? Has is occurred to you that most chistians read only the bible and not many more books?
In addition the passages were written before our age, in a different prose or context. Even first
hand historical records, say from Francis Bacon or George Washington, need to be interpreted for
our modern minds. American christians assume they understand every sentance of the bible
automatically and that is non sense. Also christianity is one of the few religions to state there is a
hell. Think about professionalism, how many careers are based on just one book? None.
The whole point 'God Loves ALL' is making is to forge or discern your own beliefs. I agree there is
a myriad of ways to find god and it does not have to be thru a bible. In addition if you are a
fundamentalist do you realize the bible also teaches faith thru works, and not static definitions.
Regardless of you faith 'words are cheap and deeds are dear'. Your faith should lead you and
others to happiness, shouldn't it? I would like christians to read this dream a boy had called 'The
Room', link below. It really puts things in perspective as the answers aren't locked away in a
biblical interpretation buried in the bowels of your mind. The answers are to live thoughtfully and
be aware of your direction. If you believe you will be judged then what does you 'card' say today,
"I sat on my butt and regurgitated what I learned." Americans are afraid to absorb other cultures
and ideas, we think we have it all figured out by the age of 30. It actually all begins about then and
that is the time to test your precious faith, have you ever done that?
Currently I think this thread has exposed the fact people are uncertain about their faith. Do you
christians really believe you can understand the existence of higher forms or the concept of hell?
Do you realize shamans and gurus have spent lifetimes pursuing the higher mind? They have
found the answer and it is out there to be shared. The difficulty is the path begins inside, and our
culture tells us we are just blood & guts. Our inner beings are a transceiver of interdimensional
thought energy, we are in possession of such power and naturally contain the ability to discern the
absoute truth. Yet society and religion teach us to wait for salvation. Doing nothing is something I
could never do.
'God Loves ALL' signature states a lot. There are endless works describing the path to a higher
form. Also see your 'agony' is due to 'waiting'. I suffer from this too.
Personally I am going to Washington DC on Nov5 to 'occupy' because I have faith in man and not
the internet or the presidential race. I'll find something.
The Room
[link to www.joshharris.com]
Quoting: Overworked Asshole
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onlyonenina
User ID: 26511239
Canada
10/30/2012 07:25 PM
God Loves All.. was wondering if you could email me your forum link.
I know that one is supposed to email you with there bit about why they would like to join your
forum...but alas, dont know if I'm lazy or just dont know what to write..
But I am very interested in what you and your group write, so I would love to just read your forum.
Not needing to join, but love reading and getting the information.
If you could send this to my email... onlyonenina@hotmail.com
I would really appreciate this,
Thank you
Tina
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/30/2012 08:27 PM

God Loves All.. was wondering if you could email me your forum link.
I know that one is supposed to email you with there bit about why they would like to join your
forum...but alas, dont know if I'm lazy or just dont know what to write..
But I am very interested in what you and your group write, so I would love to just read your forum.
Not needing to join, but love reading and getting the information.
If you could send this to my email... onlyonenina@hotmail.com
I would really appreciate this,
Thank you
Tina
Quoting: onlyonenina 26511239

Hi Tina, have you spent any time yet on my website. People must be somewhat familiar with this
project first, before I admit to the forum. Its going to also be a few more days until I even get back
to the email address i use for such. But that is under our contact section, or more specifically
under the Forum Is open to new members.
My website if you don't know it, is www.abundanthope.net .
I will hopefully be back around tomorrow for a bit of time to look at this thread. Had a pleasant
family day today.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26511239
Canada
10/30/2012 08:40 PM
Thanks for responding.. "God loves all".. yes I have been reading your website for over a year
now.. lol.. of course still reading, lots of information there.
Like I said, was just interested in reading the forum..
Interested on what people were feeling, thinking about the posts made by CM the last couple of
months.
I did see that there was an email there to send apt out to join the forum. I got the impression that
the apt may take awhile, and from your website, there may not be awhile. Not really needing to
join just to read over the material is what I was wanting.. :) thats all.. lol.. not one to really voice
opinions, usually.
But if this is not possible at the moment, that is okay..

Tina
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
10/31/2012 05:57 AM
Question, The Obama copies and such. I can believe some of our politicians are characters, not
the actual person. This is creepy at first but I understand what is possible. My question is why are
other sites stating Obama is working for the light factions while some sites state he is a clone?
Matthew Ward couldn't say enough good things about Obama, personally I think his channel was
hijacked.
As far as the antichrist that would be a place to start. Is the guy for real? Are there two of him?
What is the role of the duplicate, who designed it? It is this sort of thing that makes me turn off the
internet .. which has actually been a blessing lately.
Thanks for reading.
The antichrist. My definition is someone who takes your money, freedom, future,and hope and
grinds it into murder & debt.
Stefan Parlow
User ID: 1068734
Austria
10/31/2012 12:35 PM
My website if you don't know it, is www.abundanthope.net.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Aaaaaaah. The website that reports since years about the fake Nesara, Gesara, Jupiter Ignition,
arrests of unloved persons and that Jesus Christ is three persons. And, not to forget - the bs book
Urantia. Are there still sheeples that believe that bs?
]
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 26524842
Norway
10/31/2012 01:02 PM
First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

here u go:
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/31/2012 04:36 PM

Ok just an interesting question that occurred to me as a filled out my mail in ballot today. Do you
vote in heaven?
Also based from another thread here, and before you answer this, do NOT quote the bible on the
topic and drop the idea of what you think marriage means on this world.
Do people and angels in heaven get married?
God Loves ALL (OP)
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 26279712
United States
10/31/2012 04:41 PM

First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL
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here u go:
[link to en.wikipedia.org]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26524842

Ok, thank you for the laugh today, I have heard of that place but certainly was not thinking about it
when I asked the question!
nwo_watcher_911
User ID: 4520570
United States
10/31/2012 05:10 PM
This thread has like 10 videos which all answer the OP's questions regarding hell:
Videos of HELL and ETERNAL DAMNATION
Thread: Videos of HELL and ETERNAL DAMNATION
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
11/01/2012 03:59 PM
This thread has like 10 videos which all answer the OP's questions regarding hell:
Videos of HELL and ETERNAL DAMNATION
Thread: Videos of HELL and ETERNAL DAMNATION
Quoting: nwo_watcher_911
Some interesting vids. I like the lady who dumped Mormonism.
Overworked Asshole
User ID: 20914009
United States
11/01/2012 04:10 PM
Ok just an interesting question that occurred to me as a filled out my mail in ballot today. Do you
vote in heaven?
Also based from another thread here, and before you answer this, do NOT quote the bible on the
topic and drop the idea of what you think marriage means on this world.
Do people and angels in heaven get married?
Quoting: God Loves ALL
What I understand is yes people do get married. It is probably more of an agreement than an
institution. Given that state of consciousness finding an appropriate mate takes on a different
tone. It is more of a 'soul mate' phenomenon, that is what we call it today. Ongoing companionship
and mutual growth as opposed to romance and intimacy which presently define our relationships.
Also, a 'write in' - what is the point of voting? The elections are pure fraud. Apathy is not the
answer, but neither is voting.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2130183
Canada
11/07/2012 03:47 PM
First, please tell ME where HELL is?
Quoting: God Loves ALL

There is no hell.
Who would make it?
Lucifer's minions wouldn't make it because they would be putting their own people there.
God wouldn't make it becasue he is all forgiving.
Man can create his own hell, in his own mind, but it wouldn't take long for him to figure out that it
sucked.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8788578
United States
11/07/2012 03:49 PM
'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Annihilation is a huge step up from Endless Torture, but it still remains an unsatisfactory outcome
for Love.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8788578
United States
11/07/2012 03:49 PM
hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452

No such state exists
God Loves ALL (OP)
User ID: 8017901
United States
11/12/2012 02:55 PM
hell is the absence of God and His Love..
A place without His Love
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26329452
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No such state exists
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8788578

I agree if he is everywhere present, this cannot exist. There are however beings who reject his
love or are not in touch with it and thus do not necessarily know him, some just not mature, others
rejecting on purpose.
God Loves ALL (OP)
User ID: 8017901
United States
11/12/2012 03:01 PM
This is a post from another thread a bible quote with the person adding his context and belief. I
know what this post means. I don't recall where it comes from, poster did not say which book and
verse.
Now my question of the day since i am in the mood to work here again. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN
TO YOU. I removed the posters interpretation from it. Feel free to post book and verse, so I don't
have to go browse thru my falling apart kjv. The piece does refer to the time of now. Do not use
other bible quotes as your proof to what it means. YOU TELL ME WHAT I MEANS TO YOU, do
not post what others have taught you. I have no idea what they teach in churches and religious
shows on radio on the topic. I will say its very important to understand it.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
God Loves ALL (OP)
User ID: 8017901
United States
11/12/2012 05:41 PM
'Hell' is the Lake of Fire and it is behind the veil. Eternal torment is false Catholic doctrine that
came from a mistranslation. The wicked, faithless, and rebellious will be thrown into the Lake of
Fire and will die the second death and will be annihilated, their names and memory's wiped out
forever.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 26306642

Annihilation is a huge step up from Endless Torture, but it still remains an unsatisfactory outcome
for Love.
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8788578

basically yes to the post above, except for "hell". How can "hell" be a Lake of Fire? I explained
what the lake of fire story came from in an earlier post here, it was the annihilation of Sodom and
Gomorrah which sat upon a LAKE. Plasma beams and nuclear blast will uncreate the soul, not
lakes of fire, but in the case of Sodom and Gomorrah, the plasma beams use to destroy it, surely
did uncreate a whole bunch of folks there and that was why certain ones were suggested to leave
the place, like Lot. I covered this I think earlier in this thread.
You have in the bible some statement about do not fear him who can destroy the body but fear
him who can destroy the soul. This is often misunderstood too, as people assume "him" some
how refers to God. It does not. If refers to technology MAN might get his hands on and MISUSE.
Do not forget this is not the only planet with people who may misuse technologies, and all planets
in their early stages with these are always babysat, in fact they are are to some degree, in case
man gets out of hand.
Again I will ask the person above, HOW CAN HELL BE THE LAKE OF FIRE. Under your
doctrines, many of you believe God tortures people for all eternity in Hell. What I am pointing out
here, you memorize material without understanding, even where it is true. the 2nd Death is in
deed true, but it is CHOSEN by those who wish to abdicate their Life Eternal.
All beings are eternal unless they abdicate their eternal life. By being, I mean one who can think
and reason. And beloveds this includes your animal friends who are "almost human." Life itself is
eternal, and is in the spirit, not in the physical form. Your body is not you. It is a house for your
soul during the current experience. All life on evolutionary planets reincarnates, because it IS
ETERNAL, its just changes "form" over time, going from body to body, whether a Tree, A fish, or a
Man.
Now, anyone will to answer the question found in my signature file, in this thread?
God Loves ALL (OP)
User ID: 8017901
United States
11/13/2012 12:22 PM
This is a post from another thread a bible quote with the person adding his context and belief. I
know what this post means. I don't recall where it comes from, poster did not say which book and
verse.
Now my question of the day since i am in the mood to work here again. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN
TO YOU. I removed the posters interpretation from it. Feel free to post book and verse, so I don't
have to go browse thru my falling apart kjv. The piece does refer to the time of now. Do not use
other bible quotes as your proof to what it means. YOU TELL ME WHAT I MEANS TO YOU, do
not post what others have taught you. I have no idea what they teach in churches and religious
shows on radio on the topic. I will say its very important to understand it.
1 “At that time the kingdom of heaven will be like ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. 2 Five of the virgins were foolish, and five were wise. 3 When the foolish
ones took their lamps, they did not take extra olive oil with them. 4 But the wise ones took flasks
of olive oil with their lamps. 5 When the bridegroom was delayed a long time, they all became
drowsy and fell asleep. 6 But at midnight there was a shout, ‘Look, the bridegroom is here! Come
out to meet him.’ 7 Then all the virgins woke up and trimmed their lamps. 8 The foolish ones said
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to the wise, ‘Give us some of your oil, because our lamps are going out.’ 9 ‘No,’ they replied.
‘There won’t be enough for you and for us. Go instead to those who sell oil and buy some for
yourselves.’ 10 But while they had gone to buy it, the bridegroom arrived, and those who were
ready went inside with him to the wedding banquet. Then the door was shut. 11 Later, the other
virgins came too, saying, ‘Lord, lord! Let us in!’ 12 But he replied, ‘I tell you the truth, I do not know
you!’ 13 Therefore stay alert, because you do not know the day or the hour”
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Just a reminder, does nobody reading here know what this means? I even have it in my signature
file with linky back to this thread.
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